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He_your attached question. 

Garrison issued warrants for the arrest of GORDON 
NOVEL and SERGIO ARCHACHA SMITH on March 31, 1967. 
NOVEL was arrested on April 1 in Columbus, Ohio and 
SMITH was arrested on April 3 in DallAs, Texas. 	All 
of these events were covered by the news media. 

As far as the news accounts are concer 
the unknown woman is probably referring to SERGIO 
ARCHACHA SMITH since his name and "MARIO GRACIAS" 
have the same euphonious ring, 	Although SMITH had 
some CIA contacts, no doubt, in oonnnection with his 
anti-Castro activity, it seems unlikely that he woul 
have been involved in any capacity in"following" a 
"CIA Secretary " in 1965. 

Thp only other name similar to MARIO 
GRACIAS that has comp up is MANUEL GARCIA GONZALEZ. 
In August of 1963, OSWALD want to the Louisiana 
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State Empldyment Commission and obtained the, 
services of CHARLES HALL STEELE and MANUEL 
GARCIA GONZALEZ to help him distribate Fair 
Play for Cuba leaflets paying them $2.00 for 
an hour's work. STEEL was interviewed and 
said that. TV cameras took pictures of the three 
distributing the literature so he obtained his 
money and quit. MANUEL GARCIA GONZALEZ was 
never located, bat STEELE's story seemed to 
confirm that neither of them had known OSWALD 
before. 

You will recall that we have 
received information that enttismthleIimmts that 
An:individual by the name of "GONZALEZ" attended 
a meeting in PERRIEls apartment to plan the 
assassination. It could be that Garrison is 
trying to link the missing MANUEL GARCIA 
CONZALEZ to this "GONZALEZ." 

Since the unknown woman in this 
memo said "MARTO GRACIAS" was identical to the 
individual displayed on television, and this 
individual was probably SERGIO ARCHACHA sMITR, 
I don't believe this.has any connection with 
the missing MANUEL GARCIA GONZALEZ. 


